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Abstract
We consider human-robot interaction involving a service robot and many diﬀerent users in a public environment. The task is to learn
a dialog policy that deals with changing user goals, can act under uncertainty, and is easy to apply in practice. Unlike reinforcement-
learning-based systems, our simulator-free approach avoids common problems such as reward tuning and state space exploration:
We apply imitation learning in order to mimic an expert’s behavior based on a small number of Wizard-of-Oz experiments. A
dynamic Bayesian Network is used to track hidden user goals. We evaluate our approach in a simulated environment and show that
by using lifelong model updates it is possible to apply the expert’s policy correctly even if the user behavior changes over time.
c© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Scientiﬁc Committee of IHCI 2014.
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1. Introduction
In the past decade, many dialog controllers have been successfully developed based on underlying (Partially Ob-
servable) Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs), with reinforcement learning being now the state of the art for
ﬁnding dialog policies for problems with large state spaces1. The development of such a system usually comprises
collecting a dialog corpus in Wizard-of-Oz experiments, building a user simulator base thereon, and have it interact
with a learning dialog manager until a policy is found that maximizes some hand-crafted reward function (for related
applications see, e.g., 2,3,4,5).
But not every dialog task is as simply described as “Fulﬁll all user goals in the least number of turns”. For example
in a museum tour guide scenario the task may be to entertain visitors, chat with them, and try not to bore them by
presenting too much information. Not only would this scenario require a very complex and realistic user simulator,
also the reward function must be hand-crafted in a trial-and-error manner until a satisfying policy is found that meets
all the designer’s demands. Conventional approaches explore the state space by interacting with a simulated user6.
However, for human-robot dialogs (which are not necessarily goal-directed) it is very diﬃcult to build a simulator
that makes reasonable predictions of what a user’s reaction would be in a rarely seen state, without making lots
of psychoanalytical assumptions about the user’s internal goals and beliefs. This renders exploration by simulation
nearly impossible.
This paper addresses dialog scenarios where a user simulator is too complex to design because user behaviors vary
widely, as is often the case in human-robot dialogs in public spaces. Our experience shows that, if in a Wizard-of-Oz
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(a) The wizard demonstrates the interaction.
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(b) The dialog controller can apply the policy autonomously.
Fig. 1. Overview of the learning task: Initially, the dialog is demonstrated in Wizard-of-Oz experiments and a teacher policy derived from the
stored belief-action trajectories. At runtime, more dialog data is collected, from which model parameters are learned to improve belief updates
while the eﬀective policy is continuously adapted to the current user.
experiment we consequently apply the same interaction policy, large parts of the state space are never visited and
therefore are irrelevant for policy learning. Furthermore, since we are already given a desirable policy by the wizard’s
demonstrations, it seems natural to imitate this behavior instead of exploring the state space in simulations made under
vague assumptions.
Experimental scenario: The interaction considered in this paper takes place in a museum where a robot is deployed
as an autonomous tour guide. Its task is to guide visitors through the exhibition, present information about the
exhibits and answer their questions (for a detailed explanation, see Poschmann7). During Wizard-of-Oz experiments
performed on the real system the remote operator had available a panel with an overwhelming multitude of buttons,
each of which triggering a diﬀerent speech act on the robot, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Essentially we aim to ﬁnd a
learning algorithm that can be trained simply by conducting Wizard-of-Oz experiments (even when the number of
actions is very high), such that after a few demonstrations the system can generalize and apply the wizard’s policy
even in previously unseen states.
Lifelong learning approach: A possible problem with human-robot interaction is the varying behavior of users,
posing diﬃculties to track the user state due to initially unknown system dynamics. While most state-of-the-art
systems assume static model parameters, we attempt adapt to the user by using hand-crafted model parameters only
for the initial dialog manager and let it interact with real users. Over time, the system collects more data and re-
trains its model parameters based on observed dialogs. Thus, the dialog controller can recognize changes in the user
behavior over time and still apply the wizard’s policy correctly. The approach is outlined in Fig. 1. While we believe
that reinforcement learning is an indispensable method for many goal-directed dialog problems, we show that our
supervised imitation-learning approach works well for a dialog problem with about 105 states and 9 summary actions.
2. Related work
Imitation learning has been used in some ﬁelds of robotics, but mostly to clone human motion by motor control
(e.g.8,9). Another early application was the autonomous car ALVINN10 where a neural network was trained with road
(a) Our guide robot presents an exhibit (b) Remote control panel used for Wizard-of-Oz experiments
Fig. 2. Set-up of the dialog scenario: A guide robot in a museum is set to interact with visitors.
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images and a corresponding steering output. There are also model-based approaches such as inverse reinforcement
learning11 where the goal is to compute the teacher’s hidden reward function from available demonstrations. Hence,
a policy can be computed that optimizes the learned reward function and attains similar performance as the teacher.
A problem with inverse reinforcement learning is however that it strongly relies on behavioural features used
to compare policies. Given a set of m teacher trajectories {s(i)0 , s(i)1 , ...}mi=1, a feature expectation μE is computed as
μE =
1
m
∑m
i=1
∑∞
t=0 γ
tφ(s(i)t ) where φ(s) is a feature extractor and γ is a discount factor. However, features of dialog
behavior of that form are diﬃcult to ﬁnd since it also matters how many times and at what time in the dialog an action
was performed. For instance, in an uncertain situation the teacher may ask conﬁrmation questions repeatedly, which
may bias the performance.
Therefore in this paper we resort to supervised learning in order to map system beliefs to actions, and discuss the
problem of missing data in unexplored states.
3. Dialog state tracking
Preliminaries: We cast the dialog system as a POMDP (without reward function) because it provides a principled
framework that readily handles uncertainty1. A POMDP is deﬁned by a set of states S from which an initial state s0 is
drawn, a set of system actionsA, and a set of observations O the system can perceive. The POMDP model for dialogs
operates as follows: At each time step the world is in some hidden state s ∈ S. Since that state is not known exactly,
the system maintains a belief distribution over all states where b = Bel(s) is the probability that the true state is s.
Based on this belief the machine selects an action a ∈ A and applies it, leading to a transition of the current state s to
a successor state s′ according to the system dynamics P(s′|s, a). The user’s reaction o ∈ O is observed thereafter and
the entire belief distribution is updated, which can be done eﬃciently using Bayesian Networks, as described below.
Action set: In a dialog system, the dialog manager is the component that takes care of higher-level decision making.
Its output is an action class, triggering lower-level situation-dependent actions such as context-dependent speech
outputs. The details are omitted here since they are not important for an understanding of the method.
Our experimental system has 9 actions available to control the course of a museum tour. However, many actions
can be summarized into summary acts, such that the system dynamics have less parameters but the wizard still has the
full action set available to respond diﬀerently in various situations, as in Fig. 2(b). The action set of our experimental
system is listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Action set of the dialog manager in the experiments.
Dialog act Action class Summary act Description
present 1.1 1 Read a short text about the current exhibit along the museum tour.
resume present 1.2 1 Get back to the topic and present the next text.
offer more 2 2 Ask the audience whether they want to hear more information.
offer questions 3 3 Ask the audience whether they have particular questions about the exhibit.
respond on-topic 4.1 4 Give a statement in response to an on-topic question.
respond off-topic 4.2 4 Give a statement in response to an oﬀ-topic question.
refuse answer 4.3 4 Say that this question won’t be answered.
ask repeat 5 5 Ask the user to rephrase the earlier statement or question.
end 6 6 Finish explaining the current exhibit and move on to the next one.
Observation set: As for the inputs of the dialog system, the robot has capabilities to recognize speech and has a
perception when and how much the people in front of it are paying attention to it. Again, to the dialog manager it does
not matter what exactly the user said, the speech input is mapped to an observation class in O to decide the further
dialog strategy. The observation set is listed in Table 2.
Dialog state tracking: The two main challenges in dialog state modeling are I) a very large state space and II)
uncertainty induced by sensor noise such as speech recognizers. We attempt to solve I) by dividing the state into
several variables and making reasonable independence assumptions and II) we model the whole state as a Bayesian
Network, as suggested by Thomson12, maintaining a probability distribution over state variables. This also allows
one to tractably update the belief even for a very large state space. We adopt the state factorization of Williams5,
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Table 2. Action set of the user in the experiments.
Dialog act Description
affirm User accepts a suggestion.
negate User refuses to hear more, or says that he has no questions.
request more User wants more information about the exhibit.
request stop User wants no more information about the exhibit.
ask on-topic User asks a question about the current exhibit.
ask off-topic User asks a small talk question, not related to the exhibit.
silence User says nothing.
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Fig. 3. Two time slices of the Bayesian Network used to track the belief state of the dialog system. Unobserved nodes are shaded, observed
nodes are unshaded. This is the model of the experimental dialog system which tracks two diﬀerent user goals: Hearing more information and
asking questions. The components are the system action a ∈ A, the state s ∈ S = (g, u, h) with g = (gmore, gquest), u = (umore, uquest), and
h = (hmore, hquest), and the observations o = (oatt , omore, oquest).
who break down the dialog state into three components s = (g, u, h) where g is the user goal, u is the user action,
and h is a history value of previous user actions. The belief state is the joint distribution over these components:
Bel(s) = P(s) = P(g, u, h).
Nodes in the example system: In our experimental system we further divide the goal state into two binary goals
g = (gmore, gquest) which indicate the user’s willingness to hear more information and ask a question, respectively. The
user action variables are also factorized into u = (umore,uquest), where umore has three possible values (nothingSaid,
more, noMore) and uquest has four possible values (nothingSaid, noQuestion, onTopic, offTopic). Similarly,
the history variables h are factorized into h = (hmore, hquest) and save the last value of the user actions.
Lastly, there are three observation variables: o = (omore, oquest, oatt). While the former two correspond to user action
variables u and are set e.g. to a corresponding speech recognizer result class, the latter binary variable oatt is a visual
cue of the user’s attention. It is set to oatt=True if the people interacting with the robot are notably interested (not
moving, face towards robot) and to oatt=False when they do otherwise, meaning the audience is bored. Thus, it gives
a vague indication for the user interest goal gmore. The whole model is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Belief update: In order to update the belief state we need the following four probabilistic models. Firstly, the goal
model P(g′|a′, g) indicates the change of goals over time. We assume that with every present-action of the robot, there
is a slight change that the user gets bored, and equally there is a small chance that the user wants to ask a question.
Secondly, the user action model P(u|a, g) holds the probabilities of a user action given a goal and system action. These
two models are initialized with hand-crafted parameters but later learned from real dialog data.
Conversely, the history model P(h′|u′, h) and observation model P(o|u) are not learned from data and are therefore
clamped to prevent changes during parameter learning. The history model is entirely deterministic and updates history
values when new user actions are observed. Uncertain inputs are handled in the observation model which is usually a
property of the speech recognizer.
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With this Bayesian Network the entire belief can be updated tractably using standard algorithms. We use the
junction tree algorithm and insert the values for a′ (the action taken) and o′(observations made), as well as the last
known distribution over g and h as evidence into the network in every time step. Hence, it is easy to compute the
marginal distributions over the posterior system state P(s′) = P(g′, u′, h′) which is the new belief state.
Model learning: Given a set of E dialogs, we take the observed variables
{
{a(i)t , o(i)att,t, o(i)more,t, o(i)quest,t}Tt=1
}
E
i=1for every
dialog sequence of length T . Inserting these values as evidence into the network while holding the history model and
observation model ﬁxed, we can now compute a maximum likelihood estimate over the hidden parameters P(g′|a′, g)
and P(u′|a′, g′) using the standard EM algorithm13.
4. Lifelong user model learning and data aggregation for imitation learning
The simplest way to learn a policy imitating a teacher is to apply supervised learning, mapping beliefs to actions.
The belief state of the system already provides a good set of features, but additionally we take the observations P(o′),
the previous system action a, and a priori marginal distributions of the goals P(g) and history P(h) to describe the
dialog situation. The whole feature vector φ is constructed as the concatenation of histograms:
φ(Bel(s′)) = [P(a), P(g), P(h), P(g′), P(u′), P(h′), P(o′)]
where P(ν) is a column vector of the marginal probabilities of a variable ν ∈ {a, g, h, g′, u′, h′, o′}. Hence, our
teacher datasetDT consists of features of all dialog turns of all recorded dialogs and the corresponding teacher action.
We can now train a policy π : Bel(S)→ A using any supervised learning algorithm.
Since the true system dynamics may diﬀer from the hand-crafted ones and user behavior can change over time, it
is a good idea to update model parameters frequently. Fortunately, it is unlikely to visit entirely unseen states when
always following the same policy, but it might occur since the dynamics model changes during runtime. In order to
ensure the teacher dataset has good generalization properties, we propose the following procedure to collect training
examples:
1. Initialize the system dynamics θ with hand-crafted parameters. Initialize teacher datasetDT ← {∅}. Set i = 1.
2. Perform Wizard-of-Oz experiments with real users, record all state-action trajectories in a dataset D(i)T . During
the experiments, it is important to make decisions solely based on the belief state and act consistently.
3. If only few dialogs were recorded, generate more dialogs by sampling the model, reinforcing the teacher policy.
Repeat until all desired states are visited suﬃciently.
4. Add sampled trajectories to teacher datasetDT ← DT ∪D(i)T .
5. Learn model parameters θi fromDT using the EM-algorithm.
6. Train classiﬁer on entire datasetDT .
7. If the classiﬁer result looks good, stop. Otherwise, set i = i + 1 and return to step 3.
8. Call the trained classiﬁer π∗ and the last set of learned parameters θ0.
The teacher policy π∗ provides a baseline, but there are no guarantees it performs well in the real world. As the
policy is executed, previously unseen states might be repeatedly encountered that are insuﬃciently modeled.
A way to solve this is to collect more data automatically by executing π∗, as proposed by Ross14. Their data
aggregation algorithm works as follows. In the ﬁrst iteration, the teacher policy is executed for E episodes and a
new dataset D is collected. Subsequently, a new policy πˆ2 is trained that best mimics the expert on the new dataset.
Iteratively, it executes the last policy πˆi to collect more data, adds them to the dataset D and trains a new policy πˆi+1
in each iteration that best mimics the expert on the complete dataset. In other words, it accumulates a set of states that
the learned policy is likely to encounter during its execution based on previous experience, and can therefore make
decisions with higher certainty. Since the teacher policy labels all new data points, it is ensured that new policies can
not “drift away” from the teacher.
Our lifelong learning approach (listed in Algorithm 1) is based on the work of Ross since it has strong performance
guarantees and showed to produce high-accuracy policies even if the teacher classiﬁer performs poorly. Our extension
concerns the (possibly changing) underlying dynamics model. Therefore, we introduce a ﬁnite horizon H as the
maximum number of dialogs in the dataset and discard the ﬁrst entries from it if H is exceeded. Simultaneously, the
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system dynamics are learned from the last H dialogs. Setting the horizon to large values will result in a less noisy
dynamics model, but will adapt slower to changing user behavior.
Algorithm 1 Lifelong imitation learning
Initialize datasetD ← {∅}.
Initialize system dynamics model parameters θ1 ← θ0 to the parameters learned during teacher demonstrations.
Initialize πˆ1 = π∗.
Repeat Forever
Let πi = βiπ∗ + (1 − βi)πˆi, such that with probability βi it follows π∗and with probability 1 − βi it follows πˆi.
Interact with real users for E dialogs using πi and system dynamics model parametrized by θi.
Get datasetDi = {(b, π∗(b))} of visited belief states by πi and actions given by teacher.
Aggregate datasetsD ← D∪Di.
If ||D|| > H
Remove ﬁrst elements fromD, such that its size is H at most.
End If
Learn model parameters θi+1 from all trajectories inD using the EM-algorithm.
Train eﬀective classiﬁer πˆi+1 onD.
End Repeat
Setting the parameter βi > 0 queries the teacher policy with probability βi and can be seen as an “directed explo-
ration rate”, allowing to detect changes in the user behavior more quickly, other than by “forgetting” old data. It is
useful in order to leverage the teacher’s presence in the ﬁrst few iterations while the dataset is being built up and can
be decayed to zero as soon as the dataset contains H dialogs.
Equally important, the number of dialogs recorded between model updates E controls how quickly new dialogs
are integrated into the model. Low values of E may result in a poor dynamics model in the ﬁrst iterations, but a faster
recognition of user behavior change, while high values will make model learning slower and less noisy.
5. Experimental results
The following evaluation was not conducted with real users but in a simulation to show the utility of the approach.
Recall that in the real system, experiments are costly and dialogs may diﬀer from the simulated ones, which is why
they are not useful to train a policy for a reinforcement learning approach. However, they suﬃce for this evaluation.
Before each dialog, our rule-based user simulator is initialized with a certain behavior in form of 15 probability
distributions (e.g. the probability of responding to a question). Additionally, it is sampled how many information the
user likes to hear about an exhibit and how the behavior changes when this is fulﬁlled. Also, every user exhibits a
preference for the number and kinds of questions they may ask (on-topic vs. oﬀ-topic).
We simulate three diﬀerent kinds of users commonly encountered in the museum scenario: I) An interested user
who likes to listen to a lot of information and -when oﬀered- will ask only on-topic questions, II) a passive user who
just listens to very few information and will ask no questions at all, and III) a chatter who wants to hear some but not
too much about exhibits and will ask a lot of oﬀ-topic questions.
Three diﬀerent teacher policies were demonstrated for 21 training dialogs for each policy, by interacting with each
user type for 7 dialogs. These teacher policies are:
1. Polite: Present information, then oﬀer more when not sure about user interest. Answer all user questions.
2. Strict: As above, but refuse to answer oﬀ-topic questions and questions asked without permission.
3. Guessing: Do not ask whether a user is interested, but end the presentation when the probability of the user being
interested gets too low.
As stated in Section 4, any supervised learning algorithm can be used to train the policies. In the experiments a
linear SVM was used because it handles underrepresented classes well and is not very prone to overﬁtting.
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(a) Probability of user being interested in the next turn
P(g′more = True|gmore = True, a = present)
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(b) Probability user wants to ask a question in the next turn
P(g′quest = True|gquest = False, a = present)
Fig. 4. Adaptation of model parameters during the lifetime of the dialog controller. The shown probabilities were learned from dialogs using the
three policies: polite, strict, and guessing, keeping the last 80 dialogs in memory. Model parameters were estimated as expected: The interested
user and the chatter have a high interest while the interest drops when the passive user sets in. The chatter is more likely to ask questions than the
interested user, while the passive user’s question asking likelihood is nearly zero. Depending on the applied policy, model parameters vary because
it matters when and how often the user status is inquired by asking, as can be seen on the “guessing” policy.
For all tests we set β1 = 1, H = 80, and E = 20 and let the algorithm interact with the simulator. At several points
the user behavior abruptly changes (from interested to chatter to passive) in order to see how the new user behavior is
learned and the policy reacts. Some of the model parameters learned are visualized in Fig. 4.
All three tested teacher policies were mimicked as expected over a total lifetime of 500 dialogs. Since user behavior
was changed abruptly, for a short time the model did not reﬂect the true user behavior and therefore the dialog manager
made mistakes until all data from the previous user were discarded from the history. However, we do not expect this
to happen in the real world. We also tested the teacher policies on a mixture of all three user types, which is more
realistic. This resulted in fairly stable user model parameters over the whole lifetime.
The trained classiﬁers mimicking the wizard showed very good performance throughout the dialog controller
lifetime and for all the tested policies, even with a suboptimal teacher policy. The classiﬁer performance for the
“polite” policy is shown exemplarily in Table 3.
Table 3. Performance of the eﬀective policies at dialog 1 (teacher dataset), and after learning the user models for the interested user (dialog 100),
chatting user (dialog 300), and passive user (dialog 500), using the “polite” teacher dataset and lifelong model learning.
Teacher dataset Dataset at dialog 100 Dataset at dialog 300 Dataset at dialog 500
Dialog act class Prec. Recall Prec. Recall Prec. Recall Prec. Recall
present 0.95 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.0 0.99
resume present 0.9 0.82 1.0 0.94 0.88 0.92 0.97 1.0
offer more 0.77 0.77 0.96 0.93 0.97 0.92 0.98 0.99
offer questions 0.62 0.87 1.0 0.99 0.97 0.94 1.0 0.91
respond on-topic 1.0 1.0 0.98 1.0 1.0 1.0 - -
respond off-topic 1.0 1.0 0.89 1.0 0.98 1.0 - -
ask repeat 1.0 0.75 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
end 0.78 0.86 0.95 0.97 0.96 0.98 0.96 1.0
This result is not very surprising since the teacher policy will always choose the label for a new belief point
according to its own decision boundaries and naturally group similar belief points in the same class. We therefore
evaluate how well the ground truth (teacher) dataset is represented by the learned eﬀective policies over the lifetime.
We compare a dialog system with a hand-crafted model to a version with learned parameters. Since the ground truth
dataset consists of dialogs with all three user types, we split it into these three subsets of 7 dialogs each, in order to see
the adaptation to diﬀerent user types. Results are shown in Fig. 5 and suggest that learning model parameters during
runtime in fact improves adaptation to the current users.
Two things can be seen in Fig. 5: Firstly, a change of user behavior during runtime aﬀects how well the ground
truth datasets are classiﬁed by the eﬀective policies since they are based on the current user behavior. In the static
dialog manager, the passive user subset does not ﬁt well into the dataset generated by the interested and chatting user
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(a) Accuracy of the eﬀective policies on the ground truth subsets
(interested, chatter, passive) using hand-crafted model parameters.
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(b) Accuracy of the eﬀective policies on the ground truth subsets
(interested, chatter, passive) using learned model parameters.
Fig. 5. Accuracy of the eﬀective (continuously updated) policies during runtime on the three ground truth subsets of the “polite” teacher dataset. If
the dialog controller learned to adapt to diﬀerent users, the subset recorded with one user during teaching would attain the highest accuracy while
interacting with the same respective user at runtime. Since the behavior of interested user and chatter are very similar, they respective datasets
attain a similar accuracy throughout the lifetime and thus this does not indicate a loss of generality.
and vice versa, therefore the accuracy drops when the user type changes. Secondly, we can see how well the dialog
controller adapts to diﬀerent users by these accuracy values. While the passive user dataset attains rather steady
accuracy (0.65) with the static dialog manager over the whole lifetime, as shown in Fig. 5(a), the dynamic dialog
manager adapts better. This can be seen in Fig. 5(b) as the behavior changes from chatter to passive: The passive user
subset reaches similar or better performance on the eﬀective policies than the other subsets, indicating that the dialog
manager learned to use more information from the passive user subset when interacting with passive users.
6. Conclusion and future work
The evaluation suggests that lifelong model updates improve the ability to mimic a teacher policy when user
behavior changes over time. However, the executed policies strongly depend on teacher demonstrations, depending
on the complexity of the task suﬃcient teacher demonstrations have to be recorded to cover all situations one wants to
consider. We are aware that the provided results are merely a proof of concept, and for a serious evaluation real user
studies have to be conducted. This will be provided in a future article and evaluated in more detail to demonstrate
how well the approach works in real the real world.
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